
The current crypto space is not the safest place for the average investor. We’re seeing more and more 
scam sites, fake wallets and rug pulls. That is enough to discourage most people. When you factor in 
institutional money and whales, the little guy has no fair shot. 

That all changes here and now. We present to you DEFIANT. “Your” new community based project. 
Our mission: kill “0’s”. 

DEFIANT: Rewards, LP Acquisition, Fair Launch  #LIQ+#RFI+#SHIB+#Safemoon = #DEFIANT 

Welcome to DEFIANT. A unique community contract which includes the properties of several popular 
projects. Cryptocurrency adoption is finally reaching levels that we have dreamed of for years. At the 
heart, driving the mases to Defi. Defi is growing rapidly, so we saw this as an opportunity to put a 
different spin on the current contracts flooding the space. 

Rewards with DEFIANT may be one of the best features. There is a 5% tax rewarded to all holders 
with each transaction. To put this into perspective, other popular tokens like RFI taxes 1%, SafeMars 
taxes 2% and SafeMoon has a massive 5% that has helped to create massive buy pressure and price 
stability. DEFIANT reflects function favors to the investor. This trend will continue as we lead the way.

Automatic Liquidity Pool (LP) 
The DEFIANT contract also has an auto LP function. Here we have a function that acts as a two-fold 
beneficial implementation for holders. Our contract utilizes tokens from sellers and buyers and adds 
them to the liquidity pool, helping create a more reliable price floor. This tax also acts as a deterrent 
arbitrage. These added liquidity pool tokens create stability from the supplied LP by adding the tax to 
the overall liquidity of the token, thus increasing the tokens overall LP and supporting the price floor of
the token. DEFIANT is driven by you, the community. Together we will grow and build, as ants do. 
This community will outpace other projects that have dated token models. 

Features: 
Total supply 1,000,000,000,000
No DEV wallet 
Fair Launch 

DEFIANT: 

DEFIANT employs 3 simple functions: Reflection + LP acquisition + transaction is taxed at 10%
5% fee = redistributed to all existing holders 
5% fee is split 50/50. Half of which is sold by the contract in BNB, while the other half of the 
InstaMoon tokens are paired automatically with the previously mentioned BNB and added as a 
liquidity pair on PancakeSwap. This is a community for the little guy. Together we can bring the space 
safe project to believe in. Join us in our mission to bring a fair and more balanced mindset to the entire 
world.


